Lab Seafloor Spreading Rates Answers
general science 1110l lab lab 9: sea floor spreading - general science 1110l lab lab 9: sea floor
spreading . according to the theory of plate tectonics, (from the greek, tekto, “builder”), the earth’s crust is
broken into many slowly moving plates. sea floor spreading occurs at the mid-ocean ridge where two plates
are moving away from each other. here, magma rises up from sea-floor spreading lab - hanging on to my
dreams - sea-floor spreading lab introduction in the late 1950s, considerable research was conducted to find a
means of detecting large steel objects beneath the ocean surface (submarines). as a result, sensitive
equipment was constructed that could detect very small changes in the earth's magnetic field - and could be
carried in dynamic earth sea-floor spreading lab - dynamic earth sea-floor spreading lab introduction:
according to the theory of plate tectonics (from the greek, tetko, ‘builder’) the earth’s crust is broken into
many slowly moving plates. sea floor spreading occurs at the mid-ocean ridge where two plates are moving
away from each other. sea-floor spreading lab - hmxearthscience - sea-floor spreading lab introduction in
the late 1950s, considerable research was conducted to ﬁnd a means of detecting large steel objects beneath
the ocean surface (submarines). as a result, sensitive equipment was constructed that could detect very small
changes in the earth's magnetic ﬁeld - and could be carried in aircraft sea floor spreading lab es2 # 1 - sea
floor spreading lab es2 # 1 purpose: show rock age and magnetism patterns in spreading sea ﬂoor with a
paper model. background: in the last few decades, scientists have discovered both age and magnetic patterns
in the seaﬂoor, which are evidence for plate tectonics. these patterns show that new seaﬂoor has been forming
for millions of graham cracker plate tectonics lab - paulding.k12 - graham cracker plate tectonics lab just
a little info… the theory of plate tectonics states that the crust of the earth is composed of seven major plates
and numerous smaller plates. these plates “ride” on the hot plastic upper mantle called the asthenosphere.
this theory also says that most of these plates are in motion, creating seafloor - online curriculum - surface
maps to calculate vertical exaggeration and determine seafloor spreading rates. materials needed calculator
pencil and eraser ruler 100 topographic maps printouts of graph paper, maps, and data for profiles 1–3
printouts from lab manual or pdf of profile and seafloor spreading questions bathymetric maps activity of the
month - joides resolution - activity of the month activity of the month – june, 2008 plate tectonics and
contributions from scientific ocean drilling summary in this activity. students will use actual data from historic
oceanographic cruises to examine sea floor spreading. they will also model sea floor spreading at a spreading
center such as the mid-atlantic ridge. name block date - coventry schools - name _____ block _____ date
_____ seafloor spreading (earth science indicator #9 – describe the interior and structure of earth and earth’s
crust as divided into tectonic plates riding on top of slow moving currents of magma in the mantle) a model of
seafloor spreading - troup county school system - a model of seafloor spreading key 1. the center slit
represents a mid-ocean ridge 2. the strips of paper represent oceanic crust or seafloor. 3. the oldest sections
should be the sections on both sides furthest from the middle 4. seafloor spreading is the creation of new
seafloor or new oceanic crust 5. the earth does not get bigger. chapter 7: plate tectonics - amazon s3 180 chapter 7 plate tectonics 180 sections 1 continental drift 2 seafloor spreading lab seafloor spreading rates
3 theory of plate tectonics lab predicting tectonic activity virtual lab where do most earthquake epicenters and
volcanoes occur? will this continent split? ol doinyo lengai is an active volcano in the east african rift valley, a
... section 1 continental drift main idea - iredell-statesville - seafloor spreading, and many other
discoveries led to the theory of plate tectonics. section 1 continental drift main idea the continental drift
hypothesis states that continents have moved slowly to their current locations. section 2 seafloor spreading
main idea new discoveries led to the theory of seafloor spreading as an explanation for ... seafloor spreading
and paleomagnetism activity - seafloor spreading and paleomagnetism activity background: some minerals
in igneous rocks develop a slight magnetism in alignment with earth’s magnetic field at the time of their
formation. also, scientists have discovered the polarity of earth’s lab worksheet plate tectonics wenatchee valley college - a spreading rate of 29 km/ma corresponds to 2.9 cm/yr, about the rate your
fingernails are growing. based on your own measurement of the distance, calculate the spreading rate from
the ridge crest to isochron 4 along profile a. lab worksheet – plate tectonics page 2
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